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Program Overview

The quest for sustainable advantages will predominantly rely on constructing innovative business models, nurturing an
enabling culture, laying out sound financial strategies, and promoting effective leadership.
Such challenges and mandates warrant the increasing demand for business leaders who are agile and resilient. Senior
leadership must be able to develop a pertinent vision, communicate it and motivate others, while making advances in
strategy and leadership.
The Advanced Management Program is designed to enable a shift in leadership perspective and a reevaluation of strategies
to unlock business growth. Participants will become more tuned into the dynamics of their relevant business environment, and
will acquire the ability and agility to seize upon fleeting opportunities inside and outside their organizations.
The Program employs a mix of learning methods, weaving together real-world practice with state-of-the-art experiential
learning sessions, peer learning, personal assessments, and individual and group coaching.
This program is set to catapult participants’ profiles to new heights.

Program Overview

In times of emergent digitalization, characterized by constant shifts in customer behavior and unforeseen events with global
impact, the way companies compete is changing in every industry, and the future looks like anything but “business as usual”.
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• Define the Four Dimensions of a Business Model - “The Magic Triangle”
• Audit the organization’s existing model, as well as its related gaps and external challenges
• Apply the Business Model Navigator to develop a practical shift in strategy
• Analyze the organization using the six building blocks of an innovative culture
• Develop processes, tools and interventions to create a culture of enablement
• Prepare budgets and financial models
• Recognize the Value-Based Management concept
• Develop a coaching mindset that results in higher leadership performance
• Formulate a powerful vision of oneself through a process of self-discovery for better inside-out leadership

Participant Profile
This program is designed to address the developmental needs of senior managers and directors, for
both corporates and SMEs with a minimum of 8 years of working experience.

Participants Profile

• Assess financial and investment strategies and their impact on overall performance

Learning Outcomes

Learning Outcomes
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Program Outline

Participants will be exposed to the concept and practice of business model innovation, its defining elements, and a
“Navigator Chart” that will allow them to audit their existing model and define a new destination with a tried and tested
successful method.

2. Innovation Culture (4.5 hours)
Participants will learn how to use the MIT six building blocks of innovation to build a culture of enablement that allows
the effective implementation of winning business models.

3. Reverse Financials (9 hours)
Participants will be exposed to various techniques for optimal investment and financial decisions, enabling the
prioritized business strategy, including financing and capital structure.

4. Leadership from the Inside Out (9 hours)
Participants will develop a clear understanding of authentic leadership and how to create better results through
collaboration and empowerment. Participants will also experience a process of vertical learning to enhance
self-awareness.

5. Guest Speaker – Contemporary Business issues (1.5 hours)
Relevant high-profile guest speakers will be invited to explore selected contemporary issues and connect with
participants for discussions on current business challenges.

Program Outline

1. Business Model Innovation in the Digital Age (12 hours)
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The program will span over a period of four weeks, with 13 sessions, each extending for 3 hours. Sessions will be facilitated
in a virtual online live format. The total duration of the program is 36 hours. A full schedule will be shared upon
registration.
The basic nature of the program will be interactive learning, where facilitators and participants will be engaging in case
study analysis, role play, group discussions and coaching activities.

Pre-program:
Strength Talent Assessment
Prior to the start of the program, participants will complete a one-hour online Clifton Strengths talent assessment, which
covers 34 themes that represent each participant’s talent DNA. The themes help explain the ways participants most
naturally think, feel and behave. Results, interpretations, and reflections will be discussed in class.

Post-program:
Coaching
Additional three online coaching sessions (one hour each) for each participant.

Simulation
Additional a three hours’ power and influence simulation session.

Networking
Annual alumni meetings with sessions covering trending topics.

Program Structure

Program Structure
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Pre-Program

Theme

Business Model Innovation
4 Sessions

Innovation Culture
1.5 Sessions

- Map and Design
- Develop and Innovate

Enable
Innovation Culture:

Onboarding Session
Onboarding Zoom meeting
with Director of Programs and
Execed Adjunct
Faculty/Course Leads

Session 1
Strength Talent Assessment
Self Assessment: Gallup’s
Clifton Strengths Finder - one
week prior to the program
commencement

- Hierarchy of strategies
- Relation between strategy and
business models
- The four dimensions of a business
model - The Magic Triangle

- Leading and managing innovative
change
- Reflections on culture and leading
change

Guest Speaker

Reflect

Reverse Financials
3 Sessions

Lead from the Inside-out
3 Sessions

Evaluate

Lead

Guest Speaker
Session on contemporary
business issues (1.5 hours)

Coaching as a leadership style:
- Financial statements analysis
- Effective Budgets and forecasts

- Assess your culture
Innovation Readiness Assessment

- Mapping an assigned business
model
- Design a new business model
(innovation)

Session 3

Team Leadership - leading
others
- Financial Modeling and Valuation

Map and Design

- A practical framework for business
model innovation - The Business
Model Navigator
- Most successful business models of
today

- Disruptive technologies and role in
business model innovation
- Digital business models
- Develop innovative business
models (disruptive ideas)
Session 4
Develop and Innovate:
- Practical exercise - developing a
business model

Case Studies
Practice - Exercises
Simulations
Reflections
Guest Speaker

Coaching
Three virtual coaching
sessions (1 hr each) per
particpant
Simulation
A three hours Power
and Influence
Simulation session
Networking
Annual alumni event
and business
reconfigured webinar
series

- Case studies: from start-ups to
transformation (multiple industries)
Session 2

- Intuitive listening
- Socratic questioning for higher
empowerment and
collaboration

Post-Program

- Value based Management
(maximize value creation)

- GROW model
- On-the-spot-coaching
- Feedback that people will
accept and use

- A Financial model to assess the
feasibility of your business model
innovation

- Four Domains of Leadership:
Gallup’s Clifton Strengths Finder

Leading from the inside out:
- Self discovery and awareness
- Self leadership
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The program is delivered in English and/or Arabic. The full set of training material
will be provided in English.

Program Fees and Registration
The tuition fees for the program is EGP 33,500*
This includes total tuition costs, materials and certificate.
*For payment options, please refer to the payment section FAQs on our website or
contact us on 15592
REGISTER HERE

"Within the framework of the UN Women-ILO joint programme (JP) “Promoting Productive Employment and Decent Work for
Women in Egypt, Jordan and Palestine”, which is implemented in partnership with the National Council for Women and the Ministry
of Manpower and is generously funded by the Swedish International Development Agency (Sida), UN Women Egypt partnered with
the American University in Cairo to 1)equip and expand a pool of women to be placed in senior positions and corporate boards
through capacity building activities and organizational culture training, 2)produce a monitoring report on the percentage of
women on boards, 3)build the capacity of women-owned businesses in market related skills, and 4)develop Egyptian board ready
women database.
Through this JP, UN Women Egypt is offering 50% scholarship for women attending this training program provided by the AUC."

Program Fees
and Registration

Language
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Our Commitment
The AUC School of Business is committed to empowering all those in search of
knowledge, growth and excellence. No matter where you might be in your journey,
we will strive to support you through each and every step. At every stage of your
professional career, there’s
something to learn. From the start of your journey as a young professional to the

Advanced

apex of your career as an expert, we’ve tailored programs that will enrich your
knowledge and extend the horizons of your vision.
Consecutively since 2013, the School of Business has been ranked by the Financial

Intermediate

Times (FT) as one of the best 75 business schools worldwide offering open
enrollment executive education programs. Ranking at 67 in 2020 and maintaining a
leading position as a regional platform for world-class education, the School
further imprints its international positioning on the world map as the only ranked
school in the Arab region and one of only three in Africa.
and one of only three in Africa.

Foundation
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About AUC School of Business
Acting as a knowledge bridge between Egypt and the rest of the world, the AUC School of Business boasts an unrivalled reputation as the
top private business school in Egypt and one of the best in Africa and the Arab world. Belonging to the 1% of business schools worldwide
endowed with a “triple-crown” accreditation (AACSB, AMBA and EQUIS), the School is
dedicated to shaping the business leaders, entrepreneurs, and change agents of tomorrow by
harnessing leadership, integrity, ambition, and excellence.

Executive Education
Established in 1966, the School of Business Executive Education has cemented its position as a pioneer in the area of management
development, supporting the development needs of professionals and executives in private and public sector organizations. The programs
are fueled by a commitment to excellence and a sense of responsibility towards developing the community’s business leaders,
entrepreneurs, policy makers, and society at large.
The AUC School of Business Executive Education is also equipped with a full-fledged business solutions unit. With off-the-shelf and
customized training programs, as well as coaching and assessment services, the unit works to facilitate, enable and partner with businesses
striving to achieve organizational excellence.

knowledge, growth
and excellence

The American University in Cairo
School of Business, Executive Education
AUC Avenue, P.O. Box 74
New Cairo 11835, Egypt
for individuals hotline: 15592
for corporates: +2 0106.286.2871
execed@aucegypt.edu
business.aucegypt.edu/execed

